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YHRIM.com Newsletter 7-1-5994 s.c.
(pagan roman date 9-17-12)

Take the Time to Read this document and share it with everyone you can.
This is the Last Warning to Yisrael to get prepared. We may not have internet access
when we leave.
There is so many things that are taking place these days, its hard just to keep up with
that has and is happening daily. But what we are seeing right now is nothing
compared to what is coming.
Today we’re going to talk about some events that are on the horizon. The main
subjects we are going to discuss are: What is happening with the the Global Economy.
FEMA & HLS (Home Land Security) Activity. Israel, Iran, & the U.S. among other
subjects.
We’re going to start with global economy: If you watch the news and listen to the
white house press releases. The economy is doing great! The stock-market it up
nearing all time highs. Jobs are being created every day, wages are up, and consumer
spending is on the rise. Everything is back to normal….
Or so they would have you believe.
But anyone who lives in reality knows that the propaganda being put out to the
public, is nothing but lies. The price of gas has doubled, diesel is even more. Food
price jumped 10% globally in the pagan month of july.
Links:
http://www.latimes.com/business/money/la-fi-mo-world-food-prices-rose-10-percent-julypushed-by-midwest-drought-20120830,0,1812447.story
& http://www.naturalnews.com/037091_food_inflation_World_Bank_warning.html

And as my Abba Moshe EliYahu has stated, food will continue to rise until a day’s
wages will only buy a loaf of bread. Today we call this “inflation”. The less the dollar
is worth the more $’s it takes to buy the same item.
GilYahna/Revelations 6:6 And I heard a voice in the midst of the four creatures say,
A measure of wheat for a penny, and three measures of barley for a penny; and see
that you hurt not the oil and the wine.
Remember in the Word, when it speaks of a “penny”, it is speaking of wages for a days work, as
seen in other Scriptures such as MattitYahu/Matthew 20:2. Also wheat was commonly looked
at as food for people, and barley was usually grown to feed flocks. Even though barley was
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sometimes also eaten and even used in some offerings.
So what is causing the inflation of the currencies? Is it just the united states dollar?
No! This is occurring all over the earth. But the two most major one to watch right
now is the European Union (EU) Euro, and the U.S. Dollar.
Lets talk about the U.S. Dollar first. The U.S. Dollar has been the world reserve
currency since 1944 when it took the title from the British Pound Sterling. What does it
mean for the common person for the dollar to be the “World Reserve Currency”?
Basically, it means that most other countries want $’s so that they can trade and make
transactions with other counties. And since the dollar has not backed by gold since
1933, the demand from other countries wanting dollars helped keep perceived
“value” to the Dollar.
By far the largest help to the dollar came in 1971-73 when OPEC made agreements to
use the US Dollar Exclusively for All Nations to buy and sell oil. This has given a
semi-permanent demand for the Dollar on international stage. As because of this
OPEC agreement, all nations had to acquire U.S. Dollars to either buy or sell oil.
Therefore instead of a gold backed dollar, it essentially became an oil backed dollar.
But even during this time, the inflation has continued to destroy the perceived
value/buying power of the dollar. That is why All products across the board, continue
to increase on a daily basis. That is also why in 1973 a barrel of oil
was $3 and today it is currently $115+. It’s not because everything is going up, it’s
because the perceived value of the fiat Dollar is going down due to inflation.
However the US Dollar is beginning to be circumvented by countries in buying and
selling oil. Sodom Hussain started selling Iraqi oil in other currencies outside of the
dollar. Then we had the gulf war. But in 2003 Iran began to sell oil in other currencies,
including the Euro. And in 2009 Iran stopped using the US Dollar all together (Link
http://www.cbsnews.com/2100-500395_162-4057490.html)

And now china has joined in and is selling oil in their yuan currency.
(Link: http://www.examiner.com/article/dollar-no-longer-primary-oil-currency-as-china-begins-tosell-oil-using-yuan)

This is among other countries, as since these countries are selling oil in other
currencies outside the OPEC Dollar agreements. That means whatever countries who
are buying oil from them also either does not need as many $’s or they may not need
dollars at all.
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Why do these countries want to stop using the dollar? Well get to that in a moment.
Just this week, even though they said before they wouldn’t, Bernake and the Federal
Reserve released QE3 (Quantive Easing #3). But this one is far different from the first
two “stimulus” bail out plans, in the fact that they have unequivocally stated, that this
is an Unlimited plan. They have stated they will buy $40 Billion Dollars worth of bad
bonds, Every Month from here forward. In other words, its an never ending unlimited
bank bailout. But who is it helping? Did the first two “stimulus” plans which bailed
out the banks: create jobs? increase consumer spending? raise wages? etc etc. No!
What did it do? Keep the major banks afloat, and give them the cash to buy up a lot of
small banks, that is the small banks that didn’t go bankrupt. But the most important
thing it did was Increase Inflation! Yes, since they print more and more dollars, either
actual paper money or through virtual computer bank credits/dollars, it decreases
how much each dollar is worth.
That is one reason that the U.S. credit rating just got downgraded… Again. This time
by Egan-Jones http://www.cnbc.com/id/49037337
So what will an unlimited QE3 “Stimulus plan” do? It will continually increase
inflation. So if you are a country who has major holdings in the US Dollar, and you
know it’s going to continue to drop in value the longer you hold it. What are you
going to do? You’re going to get rid of it. But because of how this is occurring,
everyone is looking to get out of the dollar, and to stop trading with the dollar, over a
short time period. Now that countries like china, iran, and other countries, are
dumping the dollar and are not wanting to trade using the dollar. Sometime in the
near future there will be a critical turning point, at which time hyper inflation hits.
Here is an interview with John Williams, who has some very good points about what
is going to occur and why. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSreavGR4vE
Also here is an interview with Gereld Celente from Trends Research, who predicted
(among many other economic things) why Bernanke would issue QE3, back when
Bernanke stated he would not do so. This interview isn’t short, but he covers a lot of
information about the global economy and also the events that is connected to it, as
well as comparing what happened in history, showing that it is repeating.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0JDVddYWMg
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So let’s move to the Euro: The things taking place in the European Union very closely
mimics what is happening in the US. And it seems now they have brought the EU
down to the same level as the US economy (which was the intent when they first
created the EU). As the European Central Bank has also simultaneously issued
an unlimited bond buying program this week.
http://www.cnbc.com/id/48951264/EU_s_Rehn_welcomes_ECB_bond_buying_plan
This is on top of all the other daily trouble you hear about with greece, italy, portugal,
ireland, spain, and other EU “states”. Like the US, the unemployment rate is high, and
increasing daily. People are having a harder and harder time trying to just put food on
the table. Riots and protests are going on daily.
In spain a town’s mayor led the people to raid the supermarkets, and distribute the
food among the people.
http://theextinctionprotocol.wordpress.com/2012/08/25/economic-crisis-riots-foodraids-and-the-collapse-of-spain/
http://www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/three-breakdown-three-tons-of-food-lootedfrom-grocery-stores-in-spain-as-millions-struggle_09052012
People are taking their money and leaving spain and other countries.
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/09/04/business/global/money-and-people-leave-spainas-economic-gloom-deepens.html?_r=2&pagewanted=all
In italy, people are selling off whatever gold, silver, etc, that they have, trying to make
ends meet. But even if they have gold to sell, they’re not going to get much for it. As
anytime there is more supply than demand, the buying price goes down. But they’re
selling it anyway, as they don’t have any other options.
http://www.cnbc.com//id/48734300
At one point a “bank holiday” was declared in italy.
http://kommoncents.blogspot.com/2012/06/report-italian-bank-declares-closesto.html?spref=fb
These things will happen here is the US too. They even have ruled that a bank can use
customer deposits to pay off the banks debts. In other words if you have money in the
bank, the bank can take it and use it for itself, and you have no recourse of getting
your money back.
http://www.activistpost.com/2012/08/banks-can-legally-steal-customer-funds.html
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The ones who are “in the know” of the inner circle, know what is coming. And they
are getting out of paper. And they are pulling out of the stock market.
George Soros who today is one of the men who actually rule behind the scenes and
behind the puppet leaders.
And who was around 14 years old during the “holocaust”. Stated in a tv news
interview, that he turned in his neighbors to the nazis and even threw some of them
out of their homes himself. Why? So that he could take their possessions. That was
how he got his financial start. Since then he has become a billionaire many times over,
by manipulating countries markets, and causing a collapse of their currencies. He has
done this to 5 different countries already, and is the one who was called “The man
who broke the bank of england” and by doing so make over $1 billion dollars. This is
also the man who for years, has publically called for the collapse the U.S. dollar. And
has through the media, government, and many other means, been actively moving the
dollar toward this goal.
A few weeks ago, he dumped many of his holdings in the stock market, especially the
stock he held in major banks.
http://www.thenewamerican.com/economy/markets/item/12552-top-investor-warnsof-%E2%80%9Cfinancial-armageddon%E2%80%9D-as-soros-dumps-bank-stocksbuys-gold
Warren Buffet, another multi-billionaire, has dumped many of his stock holdings,
even in major companies, at a time when the maket is (on the surface) on the rise.
http://moneymorning.com/ob/buffett-sells-3-american-darlings2/?utm_expid=5485297-7&utm_referrer=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.standayo.com%2F
Rothchild and others have also dumped their stocks.
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/jacob-rothschild-john-paulson-andgeorge-soros-are-all-betting-that-financial-disaster-is-coming
Other articles talking about this :
http://beforeitsnews.com/financial-markets/2012/09/billionaires-dumping-stockseconomist-knows-why-2454970.html
http://www.businessinsider.com/dennis-gartman-exits-stocks-2012-8
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And here is an article talking about how chinese companies are also pulling out of the
US Stock market. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/chinese-companies-pull-us-stock095649722.html
Why are they getting out of the markets? Just like in the weeks before 9-11, they know
the markets are preparing to drastically fall. But this time they will not rebound. If
they are getting out of the stock markets now, then the time for stock market collapse
is just shortly ahead.

And the governments are gearing up for the aftermath that will ensue. They have all
the laws set in place, the executive orders signed. But for either the Dollar or the Euro,
the inflation that has been seen up to this point, is nothing to what hyper-inflation will
look like.
The vast majority of people have no understanding of what is coming. When this
occurs, and as they begin to understand that their savings is gone. As they watch the
dollar collapse daily, when they can no longer put food on the table, because hyperinflation hits and goes off the charts. Massive civil unrest will spread across this
nation, and all nations whose economies are connected to the US and EU.
As the banks declare “bank holiday” the debit, credit, and EBT (food stamp) cards will
all be turned off. The ATM’s won’t work. The banks will close. And as the riots and
looting quickly follows, the Cities will burn in protest. As when people get hungry,
they won’t know what else to do but loot the stores. As very few have prepared any
supplies at all, and nearly none have any knowledge or ability to grow any food on
their own, even if they had to the time to do so. After they clean out the stores, they
will move to breaking into homes in their search for food, water, and other essentials.
After that they will move out of the cities and spread out through the suburbs and
further doing the same.
The governments know that this will occur. And they have been preparing,
especially in the last few years.
Home Land Security (HLS) & FEMA are the agencies who will be in power here in the
US under the government contingency plans, as these things begin to unfold. Under
current active law & executive orders, they will only and directly report to the
president.
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I cannot begin to list just the preparations that I personally have read in news articles
that they are doing. You can google this stuff and find a lot of articles and videos. But
lets touch on just the 3 basic preparations. I will list just a few of these, most of these
are just in recent days.
 AMMUNITION PURCHASES:
Home Land Security has ordered more than 1.4+ Billion Rounds of Ammunition.
This includes 174 thousand rounds which was delivered to the SSA (Social Security
Administration) and 46 thousand rounds to NOAA (National Oceanic Atmospheric
Administration).
SSA is ordering ammo because they know people will rush the Social Security
Branches and will attack employees when they are told they won’t get a check. They
have already done military guard exercise outside of SSA offices.
NOAA Weather personal on the other hand, I think is just an example of how All
Government agencies are being armed for what is coming.
Why does Home Land Security, a department who is supposed to be "protecting the
american citizens" need 1.5 Billion Rounds of Ammunition?
Which is enough ammo to shoot every person living in america approx 4.5 times each.
Or enough ammo to shoot 1/7th the population of earth even if they missed 1/3 of the
time!
During the Iraq war, the Military only used 70 million rounds per Year.
A Couple Links:
http://www.infowars.com/dhs-to-purchase-another-750-million-rounds-of-ammo/
http://rt.com/usa/news/administration-rounds-hollow-point-768/
http://www.prepperpodcast.com/government-awards-ammunition-hides-spentquantity-requested/#axzz23xroaZgH
http://dailycaller.com/2012/08/17/who-does-the-government-intend-to-shoot
http://www.prepperpodcast.com/sniper-ammunition-dhs-targets/#axzz26UpCVRd8
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 ARMOR PLATED MILITARY GRADE VEHICLES:
They have, and are ordering more, military grade (or even higher than military grade)
heavily armed armor plated vehicles. Again HLS only operate inside the United
States, so who are they going to war with?
Here is a link with their newest order:
www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/what-are-the-milipolice-planning-on-doing-withthese-heavily-armored-vehicles_09122012
Again, Keep in mind that DHS is Not part of the U.S. military. They do not fight
overseas in foreign countries. They were established for "Homeland" inside the
U.S. operations. But they have become the "civilian force just as strong" as the
military as obama campaigned for in 2008. They have not only been receiving the
same weapons, vehicles, and more, as the military, but have also been receiving
weapons, vehicles, and more, that even the military does not use in some cases.

 FOOD STORAGE:
HLS through FEMA has ordered millions upon millions of MRE’s (Meals Ready to
Eat), freeze dried food, and many other food sources.
Not going to try to find all of the articles, but just recently in about one month’s time,
they ordered 19 more Millions meals.
http://theintelhub.com/2012/09/01/fema-needs-another-1-million-mres-today-over-19million-ordered-in-last-month/

Also here is an article about how alaska is storing up food. But it’s not for the people
like some assume, but the military bases.
http://www.shtfplan.com/emergency-preparedness/just-in-case-state-of-alaska-tostockpile-mass-amounts-of-food-and-supplies-in-giant-warehouses_08292012
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That is just a little information about what they are doing. That is besides the
hardened checkpoint they are setting up. The multiple military “exercise” acclimation
campaigns they are doing in major cities across the nation. The laws that they have
passed which destroys the Posse Comitatus Act, which states that the military cannot
be used for police powers inside the U.S. And many more things that I can’t even
begin to list.
But that isn’t far from being the worst thing that the government is doing and
allowing.
Of
the
many
things
that
Yahuah
has
told
and
showed
my
Abba/Father Moshe EliYahu, about 30 years ago He gave him a dream. It was about
the Russians. And Yahuah made my Abba to understand there would be a Russian
invasion. Then about 20 years ago, Yahuah made my Abba to understand that there
would be an invasion from the south, and it was the chinese military.
So for many years, we have looked for signs that these things are coming to pass. Over
the last Year, if you paid attention to even the main stream news, we see more and
more Russia military performing “exercises” and training here on U.S. Soil. Most
recently in Colorado and Alaska:
http://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2012/08/russia-joins-us-canada-for-military-drillswatchful-eagle-hq-to-be-in-colorado-alaska-2451066.html
But as I have stated in comments to different videos on our facebook page, this is
nothing but a cover story of why russian troops are being seen all over the country.
Then a few months ago, we began to hear reports from different alternative new
outlets, which stating that they were receiving information which showed that russian
spetsnaz, who are the russian elite special forces, were being brought into the country
by the thousands. We waited and continued to watch to see how it developed.
But after seeing things taking place, we believe this information is creditable. Some of
this information I have posted on our facebook page.
One man in particular, who I have mentioned about before, is John Moore. He has
sources inside the top levels of Home Land Security and other agencies. He first broke
this news back in may, and has continued to give updates as he has received
information.
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Now we do not know if the timing that he is being told will end up being correct.
As he is also being told that there will be no november election, due to the planned
event of a stock market collapse around the 3rd week of oct. And then the problems
that will come after that.
We thought and stated over 4 years ago, when obama first began his campaign, that if
Obama was elected in 2008, that either he would be re-elected or that something
would occur before the next election.
It is possible that what John is being told by his informants is correct. Or “they” could
change the timing of this and make it a later date. In any case, from what is occurring,
and with the troops that are in the country. We do believe the scenario that he is
giving is the most likely outcome to occur at some point in time in the near future.
Regardless if that is in october or in the months to come.
Here is one clip from John Moore’s radio program on 8-29-12 where he gives an
update on this: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wvg31s6p_kY

And also on 8-30-12
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VVVDBuFM7Q&feature=plcp

Also John interviewed Alexander Backman who is a investigative reporter in mexico,
who has been one of the individuals telling people in recent times about the
PLA (Peoples Liberation Army) of china being staged inside mexico.
Here is the program with that interview, but the interview doesn’t begin until about
minuet 13:45 due to some “technical” problems they were having:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6YLJWSNhBz0

Speaking of the chinese prepositioning soldiers, here is an interesting news article. It is
talking about how they have taken a massive cruise ship, and turned it into a
military transport ship. Although it still just looks like a cruise ship:
http://theintelhub.com/2012/09/01/chinas-trojan-horse-cruise-ship-converted-totransport-military-troops-tanks-equipment/
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You may say that the american people will never allow russian or chinese troops to
take over the U.S. But in fact, after an economic collapse, people will not only allow,
but they will beg obama and the government to do something. So obama will state
they are calling for the UN to bring in troops to restore civil order, and to bring in
humanitarian aid, such as food and water. At which time the russian and chinese, and
other troops will be brought out as if they just arrived. So under the guise of
humanitarian aid, is how the conquering of the united states will begin.
Also we know this country and canada are full of muslims. We know the US and
other “western” nations have and are arming muslims overseas, like in egypt, libya,
and other nations. The taliban was started by the CIA, and it has been admitted that
osama bin laden was a CIA asset.
And in fact, there is evidence that even military’s from the middle eastern Islamic
countries are on their way here to the U.S.
Just recently, in the southern U.S. state of georgia, a train carrying 232 Red Crescent
military ambulances were seen and caught on video. What is the “Red Crescent”?
It is the Islamic version of the American Red Cross. Below is a still image I captured
from this video:

Video Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zHPrCoOVjec
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Below is two photos which I found using google. On the left is a regular red crescent
ambulance, also with red cross logo. On the right is an iraqi armored track ambulance.
Both of which display the islamic red crescent emblem:

There is ZERO Excuses or Reason of why there is an entire train load of islamic
military ambulances, no matter what islamic country they are from, are here inside the
united states.
Some people might say, “well maybe there here for repair”. You don’t ship heavy
armored vehicles to the other side of the earth just so you can repair them. They could
have just bought new vehicles cheaper and faster in middle east. Not only that, but
the ambulances look to be in newer condition.
However, if american citizens were experiencing the major calamity of an economic
collapse, and were expecting to see the UN bring in humanitarian aid. Then these
ambulances would fit the bill perfectly. Again, the problem is they are Here Right
Now, just as they always do, they are staging all of the needed supplies ahead of
time.
In Closing:
There are so many events taking place, and so much more that I wanted to include in
this document, that I could write pages upon pages. But if I did most people wouldn’t
read it because “it’s too long”.
We have been trying to warn Yisrael of what was coming for nearly 3 years now,
including how the famine would get worse each year. Which has been very evident to
even the common person, if they just want t look around and see.
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Since this year has 13 months, we are only 7 months away from Aviv. Which Aviv
begins 5995s.c. and is the 4th Year of the “one week” of Daniel 9:27.
One year from right now, the Middle of the Week will arrive at the 7th month of
5995s.c. That time is the beginning of what Word refers to as The Great Tribulation,
which is the Last 3 ½ Years. That time also begins the 1290 days in which
The Woman/Remnant Yisrael who Fled is sealed and protected by Yahuah in the
Wilderness.
Before that time begins, Yisrael who is scattered through the nations will have to
Flee. Yahuahs Command for Yisrael to Flee is Fast Approaching! Do Not Ignore
what is Written in His Word!
Yahuah will not keep striving and telling Yisrael over and over to get prepared to flee.
The time when the Door Closes is fast approaching. Once it is closed, that is it. If you
do not heed Yahuahs Word, and Do Not Flee when He Commands, then You Will Be
caught by the beast system. And many Yisraelites will die because they were
comfortable and did not want to leave, and did not prepare as they did not heed
Yahuahs Word. It is Written! GilYahna/Revelations 12:17, YirmeYahu/Jerimiah 9:16,
and many other verses.
If you do not have anything prepared, then NOW is the time!
If you have not started, you most likely will not have enough time to make extensive
preparations. If you have nothing, then I would suggest that you go to walmart on the
next Scriptural work day. Go to the sporting goods section and buy a backpack, they
start out at $10. Fill it with bare necessities, including several fire starters like
magnesium sticks, lighters, etc. Get a knife(s) and some eating utensils and a mess kit.
Some food like jerky, sealed packs of tuna, mre’s, ect. A container/canteen to carry
water. Socks and a set of cloths. And whatever else that you think will need. Get it
Done and put it in your vehicle. Also put additional food in your vehicle, blankets, a
tent, water, etc. Prepare the Best you are Able, and be ready for Yahuah to tell or
show Yisrael to Flee!
For a more in depth discussion of basic bare minimum preparations. See the
document we posted on our main website a year and half ago:
http://www.yhrim.com/PREPARE_TO_FLEE_KOL_YISRAEL_-_Updated_6-295993.pdf
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The time for Yisrael to gather to leave is nearly here. We have been working daily
on getting ready to leave. It has taken a lot of work and time, but our entire
assembly is almost ready to go. We will finishing final preparations between now
and this Sukkot/Feast of Tabernacles in two week.
And if Yahuah told us Flee before we are completely done, we would take what we
have ready and go.
We hope this has been a help to wake up more people, and to inform those who are
already preparing.
The Time to Prepare is Fast Coming to an End! The Time to Flee to the Mountain
Wilderness is Fast Approaching!

~Selah/Pause & Think About It
.................Then Quickly Take Action to be Obedient to the Word and Get Prepared to
Flee to the Mountains in the Wilderness!

Shalom Shalom,
Yahushua ben Moshe EliYahu
Our Website: www.YHRIM.com
Fellowship Network: http://restorationofyisrael.ning.com
Our Facebook Event Info Page: http://www.facebook.com/yahushua.benmosheeliyahu
"No Scripture Ever Contradicts another Scripture, if it seems to we just need to adjust our perspective until
we can see them clearly. Unless you can use All of Yahuahs Word without throwing any out, you can't
Teach that subject Fully or Correctly."
Ahmos /Amos 9:9-11 "For, see, I will command, and I will sift Beit Yisrael among all nations, like corn is
sifted in a sieve, yet the least kernel of grain shall not fall upon the earth. 10 All the sinners of My people shall
die by the sword, who say, The evil shall not overtake nor find us. 11 In that day I will raise up the Sukkah of
David that has fallen, and close up the breaches of it; and I will raise up its ruins, and I will rebuild it as in the
days of old:”
Luka/Luke 21:28 “And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up, and lift up your heads; for your
Geulah/Redemption draws near.”
---------------------------------NOTICE: You are receiving this broadcast message because you are either a member of the Restoration of
All Things Network, or You are signed up to the YHRIM mailing list. If you no longer wish to receive Restored
Truth Teachings and Messages, you can unsubscribe from the mailing list, and/or delete your account from the
Restoration of All Things Network.

